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Preface
Travis Leo McFee
Aug 15,1917---May 13, 1996
Woodburn -- Travis McFee, 78 died Monday at home.
Born in Phoenix, Ariz., he lived in Portland before moving to Woodburn. He served in
the Army during world war II and was a treating engineer for Joslin Manufacturing,
retiring in 1983. He was active in the Seventh -day Adventist Church, Oregon OldTime Fiddlers Association and the Oregon Stamp Club.
Survivors include his wife, Tillie; daughters, Terry Waterbrook of College Place, Wash.,
Toni Harbison of South Burlington, Vt., and Traci Hubert of Salem: and son, Travis of
Salem.
Services will be at 11 a.m. Thursday at Finley mortuary, Portland. Interment will be at
Finley Memorial Park, Portland. Contributions: The church or Oregon Old-Time Fiddlers
Association.
If It Wasn't Recorded . . .
By Lew Holt
Salem, Oregon
Ten years ago Bunky McFee died. He was one of my old-time fiddler
friends. The morning he died, his wife, Tillie, called me up and said,
"Lew, get out here and get this stuff out of the house or I'll throw it
in the trash bin." Bunky's living room was stacked high with fiddlerelated items. One box I brought home was full of cassette tapes.
Occasionally I would play one. Most of them were recorded with a
recorder sitting on Bunky's lap, not too close to the fiddlers so the
quality wasn't the best. I didn't pay too much attention to them.
This winter when I was rummaging through the tapes, I found one that was
labeled "My story of D-day." I listened to the tape and found it very
interesting. Bunky said on the tape that the family had wanted him to
write down his story of D-day but instead he was taping it for them. He
talked for an hour telling about the invasion, about how he felt
when his job was to take dead American soldiers back to the beach, and
other related stories. I burned the cassette tape to a CD and made
several copies. Last week when Bunky's daughter-in-law came by the
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house, I gave her three of the CDs and the original tape. Yesterday
Bunky's son called to thank me for the CD and the tape. He had
no idea that his father had ever made such a tape. The son's voice
quivered as he told of listening to his father tell the story and not
knowing that the tape even existed.
I read one time that "if it wasn't written down, it never happened."
How true. I have carried it two steps farther: "if it wasn't recorded,
it never happened." And "if it wasn't videotaped, it never happened."
Through old letters, through cassette tapes, through hundreds of video
tapes, I can enjoy being with my friends again who are no longer with
me. And if Bunky hadn't taken a few minutes to record his story of Dday, his participation would never have happened. And if I hadn't dug a
little deeper into the box of cassette tapes, Bunky's story of D-day
would never have happened. I am glad that I read the caption on the
tape.
Found in an old box of cassette tapes by Lew Holt
Track one The Way I Remember It - the Normandy Invasion
Track two Normandy Ceresy Forest Vue Truche Bay?
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The Day I Remembered
Travis Leo "Bunky" McFee
D-Day June 6, 1944
As recorded on June 6, 1984
. . . . . my memoirs (or memories?) of my activities in World War II (clears throat). But
I have never got around to it and just recently several people said, “Well, why don’t
you tape it.” So that sounded like a good idea to me and as today is the anniversary,
40th anniversary, of the landing at Omaha Beach, why I thought I would start taping a
part of my memoirs and when I get around to putting it down on paper it will called
“The Day I Remembered.”
Well, I remember a lot of things what happened on the invasion, but a lot of them I
have forgotten. I know that they happened but I can’t remember the details. But
anyway, it was under V Corps (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._V_Corps) that
the 2nd division landed at Omaha Beach.
Major General Leonard T Gerow (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonard_T._Gerow)
was our leader and of course we belonged to the 1st Army, also. Now the 1st Division
and the 29th Division were the ones that made the initial attack. And the army had a
system that started shortly before I joined the division, that they called the streamline
division. (See appendix nr 1)
They always had two units in attack and one in reserve. Regardless what it was. It
could be companies, battalions and in this case divisions – the 1st and 29th Divisions
were in attack initial assault and the 2nd Division was to back them up. Well, as the
division went in, their artillery that was theirs went along with ‘em. Well, it just
happened that my unit, the 2nd Medical Battalion went with the 37th field artillery who
was the back up artillery for the 23rd regiment.
We and all of our equipment were loaded into the hold of a ship. The name of the ship
was Krakow (*actually the Krakowiak – formerly the HMS Silverton. Now this was a
Polish ship and it wasn’t anything special – it a pretty dilapidated looking ship to me
and was kind of dirty.
(See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ORP_Krakowiak_(L115) )
(See Appendix)
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And on the end of the ship on the tail end was a couple of limey or British gunners.
And they had some pretty good size guns on that which were, I suppose, anti-aircraft
guns. And I was always leery of them things all the time I was on that ship, because
those guns could be shot down as well as up. And, uh, they were just on a kind of a
tripod and I was leery of those guys shooting me all the time I was on that ship. But
they did shoot at German planes that came in. And there were several of them came
in and strafed this boat we were on. And this German airpower staged these air raids
mostly at night and with all the bombs going off and the anit-aircraft gun and the
German bombers striking why it was quite a sight and once in a while a balloon, one of
those barrage balloons that were hooked on with cables, would burst into flames and
the flack from these anti aircraft shells and the shells from the planes strafing hitting,
and once in a while a plane would hit a one of those wires that held a barrage balloon
it was quite a sight. And (the very fact( that (when) on D day the initial attack started
we were in the Bristol Channel the whole division was in boats and were in the Bristol
Channel and the first division and 29th division had already begun to unload and by the
time we got there on that same day, why there was an awful lot of boats scattered all
out in the – it looked kinda like kind of like a harbor, but it really wasn’t it was just a
beach you know and but with all these boats out there and all kinds of support ( )
and the battle ships were already there and they were pounding the coast with these
big guns on the battleships and they made an awful lot of noise. In fact we heard it
miles away when it first started, when we were in the channel because they made
such a loud noise. And then after the 1st Division, and 29th Division got on land and
were trying to climb these bluffs – there – why these big guns were pounding up there
and some of those guns would make holes big enough for a truck to drive in, you
know. They were big shells and they didn’t need any artillery at first. And of course
here I am with the 37th field artillery and they are a back up artillery for the 23rd which
is the backup on the streamline battalion system.
So you see, here we are there and we can’t unload and here we are right there with
everything going on and you know at times I wish I could get off. And then about that
time I would see uh, uh, stuff in the water - uh where people had been killed and all,
and then I didn’t want off the ship. And then, but there was one thing that made me
want to get off later on uh, a plane strafed the ship we were on and of course we
could not be down in the hold of the ship because the artillery had all their equipment
down there in trailers and trucks. We had our headquarters had some down there and
they didn’t allow anybody down there in fact they just went uh, -- I think it was – once
an hour, a patrol went down there and watched for fire and then would come back up
and so we had to stay up on top and we spent most of our time on the top of the
holds. But you see it was foggy and rainy and wet and nasty and so (there ) that was
a kind of a rough deal we were damp all the time and then when this strafing would
come, and it would come towards our ship why we had to find something to get
under. And there was a one of my buddies, the fellow I buddied with on this trip
mostly was name (Bowman) and when they started strafing we dived under something
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and in this case I happened to be a winch. Now this winch was a great big thing as I
remember it, about 2 feet round where the - not rope – but cable would wind on that
and when they would unload things with a big derrick, you know, why it wrapped
around this winch, well we dived under this winch and, uh, oh about half of our bodies
was under the winch. The most important part of our bodies, you know. But in this
case one of those anti aircraft shells hit Bowman in the ankle; right in the middle of his
ankle and it must have been a pretty big shell because it just shattered his ankle
something awful.
Well, the ship, uh, with its whistle, called for help from the medical ship. You see there
were medical ships scattered around this big armada of, oh, it must have been
hundreds of ships there that were already there and they couldn’t unload because
they were unloading the ones that were most important you know. They had this all
worked out in detail.
You were supposed to unload at a certain time so you didn’t get congested and all
that. And uh, but anyway they called this, uh, a little launch came from this hospital
ship. We had uh, signals you know to tell when they should bring a launch over ‘cuz
somebody was hurt. And there was also an officer and I can’t remember his name
a’tol. He had been hit in the chest with one of those shells so he was pretty bad off.
And this launch came up along side of the ship and of course the water in those – in
the ocean – there in the channel was terrible, you know – it was stormy the whole
time. I mean, they had canceled, us leaving (?) over in Wales (by) one day because,
and went the next day, because it was so bad. And then it was still bad, but they still
decided to go. And this water was, it was bad, you know. And then this little launch, it
would come up along side of the ship. And as the swells and things would bring it up,
and it would come up even with the boat. And then they’d would go “woooish” and
it’d go right straight down just, oh real fast, you know. And so, we put these people,
these two men, in these wire basket litters that they had on the ship. And then 4 or 5
of us held the baskets and uh as the little launch came up where it was even with the
ship, why then we passed it over real quick over to the fellows on the launch and they
grabbed it. And then “wooish” down it went real fast and they put it on their launch
there and we got both of these men there. And I never saw either one of them, or
never heard another word from them, ever. But Bowman’s ankle was shattered, I know
this; shhh... plum ruined, you know! But I’ve often wondered how, uh, you know, what
the army did with it.
But anyway, uh, when they finally did decide to take these people, uh – unload the
ship we were on; why they had these uh, little uh, barges I guess you’d call ‘em. They
were kinda like a half of a boat and uh, you’d put the vehicles on this and - (it would
only take a few) and then they’d run it over to the beach (as close to the beach as
they could get) and you had to run your vehicle off and into the water.
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And all these vehicles were waterproofed. We had spent hours waterproofing them so
that they could go in the water. And they had the muffler, the exhaust pipe, sticking
up in the air, and then the intake that went to the carburetor was on a pipe and
sticking up in the air. So they could go - be completely submerged and still run. But
you had – before you jumped off into the water, you revved it up and got it running
real good, you know. And then after you got on the beach you had to take all that
waterproofing off.
But anyway, uh, my brand new jeep and brand new trailer weren’t supposed to come
until the 18th wave. Well, the chaplain and I were supposed to be there at an earlier
wave, and I can’t remember what wave it was, unless it was either 6th or 8th wave. I
can’t remember - that’s been so long ago. But we didn’t have a vehicle; and so we just
jumped a ride in with the – it happened to be a weapons carrier. And it wasn’t even a
2nd medical weapons carrier; it was an artillery weapon’s carrier.
And we just caught a ride and got off of the barge and onto the beach and then got
up on the sand. And then we went up a road that went up a bluff, which had already
been cleared. And, as we went up this road, there’s great big pile of uh, life
preservers. Now the kind we had for an invasion was the kind that went around your
waist. And they had a cartridge in there and, if you broke the cartridge, then it would
make the life preserver swell up real quick. And that’s the kind we had.
But anyway, a sign there said take them off and throw them into the pile, so that is
what we did. And they never slowed up, even. We just took them off and flung them
off into that pile and went on off up the hill. And then we found uh, the marshalling
area, where all the rest of our group uh, got together. And then after we found, after
they got ‘em all unloaded, and this was right in the… this was “D-plus-two” (*June 7,
1944*) when, when we finally got off, with the artillery.
And when we got up there, why, we got with our other group. And then uh, we, I…
Along with everybody else, I was a driver so, I started taking this waterproofing off of
the vehicles, off of the carburetors and everything, you know. Because if you run it
very long, that would get hard and then it would make your car not be able to run,
maybe. So anyway, that was the first thing to do. And we got that, got that off.
And then, the next day, why uh, the uh, Division Surgeon (Now that’s the highest
Medical man in the whole division!) was there, and somebody had brought his jeep
that he rode in all the time. And his driver wasn’t supposed to come ‘til about the
time that my jeep was supposed to come. Now, I don’t know who brought my jeep,
have no idea, never heard. I just know that it finally got there a few days later.
But - this man didn’t have a driver. And I don’t know why that I was selected as the
driver. Maybe it was just because everybody else in the 2nd medical battalion needed
their driver more than my chaplain needed me, I don’t know. But anyway, I was
selected to be the Division Surgeon’s driver.
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Now, I don’t know why this Division Surgeon needed to get out and go to every aide
station on the front line. I have no idea why that that man decided that he had to go
to every one. As far as I am concerned, that was nuts. You know a man of his rank and
everything doesn’t need to do something like that.
But anyway, that’s beside the point. I was stuck as his driver and he had a map board
and he kept that in his lap and he told me where to go. I never got to read a map
myself. Why, I could read maps real good! But he never let me read a map - he just
told me where to go and I went. And when he’d get to his aide station, why, I stayed
with the vehicle.
And I parked where I had been told to do. For instance – never park in an orchard
between trees because that’s where they put the mines. So whenever he’d say “Pull
in there and park!” in an orchard, I’d pull under a tree. I wouldn’t pull in between, I’d
just pull under a tree and stop, and he’d get out. And he’d be gone maybe 10, 15, 20
minutes - sometimes an hour, and I’d just stay with my vehicle. And sometimes there
was rifle fire real close there, and uh, I just thought sometime, “He ain’t gonna come
back!”. But he always came back.
And, uh, this happened for four days that I was with him. And we went out everyday
and we were gone all day long and going to these aid stations right on the front, all
over the division area. Well, uh, it got worse, because there was more units getting on
the… into position and everything there, and fighting and all, and, uh, it got worse
every day.
Well, (clears throat) one time, he said … uh, we were headed back for the clearing
station and he said, “Turn left”. Well, I knew the clearing station was to the right but I
never said anything after all he was a Lt. Col. So I just went like he said. And then we
got up to and the crossroads there, he said, “Turn left”. Well, I turned left again and,
you know, we’re going absolutely the wrong direction to go back to the clearing
station. If he’d have just said, “Take me back to the clearing station”, that’s all I
would have done. I’d have taken him back to the clearing station.
But anyway, we got in between the 2nd Division area and the 29th Division area where
there were no troops. And, uh, I didn’t see any Germans but I am sure there was
people that were out in the, uh, bushes and trees and stuff in that area. But anyway,
finally we got to the 29th division area and we met some soldiers there and he found
out that we were lost. And so we turned around and went on back and we finally got
to the clearing station.
And uh, the last day that I drove for him, we’d been to all these places and, uh, we
were headed back to the clearing station again. And, uh, we got to the crossroads…
(well it wasn’t really a crossroads, it was more of a T; an intersection there)… and,
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uh, just before we got there, a bunch of T.D.s, now they looked just like tanks, but I
don’t know exactly what they do, but they are “Tank Destroyers” and they have a
different job. They’re kind of like troubleshooters; tanks that are troubleshooters;
when somebody calls them in and they run over and throw a few shells, you know, and
save somebody’s skin and all, you know. They’re real important when they’re on call.
Well, I had been trained that you never, uh, break a convoy. Now, that’s what he
wanted me to do. He said, “Go around them, boy” And, uh, I had been told not to do
that… well, I can’t disobey his orders. So what I did, I stuck my toe under my foot
feed and I pulled it off. Now it was still hooked up, but it wasn’t on the foot feed
itself… see I pulled it loose. And so I got out to… I stopped and I got out to put the
foot feed back on. I figured by the time I got the foot feed back on that those tanks
would already be gone, maybe he wouldn’t make me go around ‘em.
But I was wrong, because he, uh, he cussed and reared and he says, “Get over!” So I
got out and I went around and got on the other side. And, uh, he drove that jeep with
the hand throttle! It had a hand throttle on it, too, up on the dash there. And he
drove that thing with that hand feed! And he went around all those tanks and went to
the clearing station.
And, boy! Talk about a wild ride! That was really it. And when we got to the opening
to the clearing station, they had dug down on these uh, uh, mounds of dirt… let’s see,
what’d you call ‘em?… “hedge rows” they called ‘em… down… but they hadn’t dug it
clear down; there was still six inches or so sticking up, you know. And when he hit that
- boy, that jeep jumped up in the air… two feet I betcha! And, boy, we ended up at
the clearing station in a cloud of dust! Well, that was the last time that he let me drive
for him, and I was tickled to death!
And just about… uh… about the next day, was when my jeep and trailer came! I can’t
remember exactly whether it was the next or two days later or what. But the very
next… then I started helping the chaplain like I was supposed to do. But the very next
morning, my acting first sergeant, we called him… our nickname for him was ”Bubba.”
Bubba came around and, uh, he had a special project.
He had talked “Snoopy” into using his weapon’s carrier… we called ‘em “goon
wagons”… but uh, had taken his weapons carrier. He had heard about some 2nd
Division men back at Trévières, (“Appendix Nr 3) uh, that had got killed in the initial
assault there, the 9th Infantry. And they were just laying around where they died, you
know! And that bothered him. He just couldn’t see those good old 2nd Division boys
laying out there, a-starting to decay. And, uh, medics are not supposed to take… uh,
have anything to do with dead. But he thought that it would be a good thing if he
would take a couple of men and go down there and load them up and take ‘em back
down to the beach where they were beginning to bury them, you know. And so, uh, he
talked me into it --- helping him and Snoopy go get these men and take them down to
the “graves registration”, they called it.
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Well, we went back there and he got somebody who could speak French to write us a
little note, saying if they know where any 2nd Division American soldiers were that they
would show us where they were and then we would pick them up and take them away.
So we, uh, we headed back to Trévières and the first one we picked up was a guy
named Smoak - “S-m-o-a-k”. I… I… I found that out by looking at his dog tags. But in
my training I had always been taught that… uh… you put a rope around their foot or
somethin’ and move the body before you try to pick it up. So, I got a rope out of the
weapons carrier and I put it around the foot, and I got way back and I laid down. And I
jerked that body and pulled it for two or three feet to make sure there wasn’t any
booby trap under it. Well, there wasn’t, but I didn’t take any chances.
But, uh, this fellow had rifle grenades on him and he, uh, had these grenade launchers,
and all. And he had been machine gunned down. His body was riddled with machine
gun bullets. And those, uh, bullet holes had already begin to bubble. But anyway, we
put him in the weapons carrier and then we went around picking up bodies.
And I remember one officer there that a fella showed… a Frenchman showed us…
where this body was. And, to me, it looked like somebody had sniped him from a tree
because it looked like the bullet had entered the back of his head (he was an officer)
and had gone through his helmet… (it had hit flush) … and had gone through his
helmet, and through his head, and then it didn’t go out the other side of the helmet.
That’s just the way it looked to me.
Anyway we loaded him up. And when we got a load of all of ‘em that we could find
there, real handy… why, the last place… the Frenchman we asked him if he knew
where there was any bodies and all, and he didn’t. But he wanted give us some
cognac. Cognac is a – is a pretty powerful drink, you know. Well, the guys that were
with me, Snoopy and Bubba, why… that was right down their alley. But, of course, it
wasn’t down my alley and I didn’t want any liquor.
So the man, he wanted to give me something and uh… so he says… uh… he asked me
if I wanted some eggs. Well, I didn’t understand what he meant, he uh… “Voulez-vous
des œufs?”. And I didn’t know what “des œufs” meant, but anyway he went and got a
couple of cackle berries and brought ‘em over and showed ‘em to me. And then he
showed me the little … uh… it was like a Dutch oven … that he put in the fireplace,
you know. Showed me that and … uh… then he showed me that he wanted to cook
me some eggs. So, boy! I said, “Yeah! Oui! Oui, oui, oui!!! Ha, ha!” And so, he put
several eggs in there and just broke them in that butter, melted butter, and broken
‘em in that and then stuck ‘em in the hearth and cooked those eggs for me. And I ate
every one of ‘em. I don’t know how many there was, but there were several, and I ate
every one of ‘em. ‘Cuz I’d been eatin’ K-rations ( ) on the boat, and … uh… everyday
eatin’ nothing but K rations. And boy! I really licked them things up.
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And boy, my buddies, they licked up that cognac! And boy, when we left there, with
that full load, they had a full load their self! And boy! That old truck went a-zigzagging down the hill and way… we had to go down hill all the way going back down
to the (Grays Head??? graves head???) station on the beach there. And we unloaded
all the bodies and went back. Now that’s the only time I ever, I ever had personally any
thing to do with any dead bodies. The rest of the time it was all medical –working
with live people.
As soon as I got my Jeep and trailer back, then we were in business – ‘cuz all of our
stuff was in that jeep. In fact, I had zipped two pillows into the back seat of the jeep.
And uh, one was mine that I had bought over in Northern Ireland and the other one
was one was that my… that Bubba, my acting first sergeant, had thrown away
because he didn’t want to have anything that we weren’t supposed to take along. And
he threw it away and I grabbed it and I put it under my field jacket until I could get
over there to where my jeep was that had been loaded on the ship. And then I stuffed
it in that there. Well, when I got then, got my jeep then I unzipped it and I gave one of
those to (Chaplin ? T. Jensen) and he used it and I used mine.
End of side one of the tape.
They came in awful handy like when you’re putting your uh… bed in a foxhole, why,
uh… havin’ a pillow to put your head on was worth its weight in gold, boy! Really got
a good out of that pillow. It sure got dirty and messed up before the eleven months of
combat was up.
But anyway, from then on I did pretty much what I was supposed to do – as Chaplain
Jensen’s assistant and I assisted him. And his job, mostly, was to take care of the
spiritual well being of the soldiers. Well, now this included 400-some men of the 2nd
medical battalion. He had to have services for them occasionally and uh… communion
for them occasionally. And uh… to go around and cheer ‘em up, and take care of
their spiritual needs. But that, that was just part of his job. He was responsible for any
wounded who came through, uh… that were wounded and to cheer them up; or if
they were, uh… gonna die, why, to get them ready for death. And uh… just to take
care of the spiritual needs of anybody who came through the clearing station.
Well, now he couldn’t do that 24 hours a day, so that’s where I came in. I did all of his
bookwork. I took care of all his stuff. I had a trailer full of it. Including uh… papers and
things to pass out to men and supplies. I even got things like toothpaste and uh…
combs and stuff like that to pass out to some of the people who were sick and held
within the division for a day or two and then put back to their company. And things
like that.
But I was on duty at night and I, uh… I checked everybody who came through the
division that was wounded or hurt or sick or something of that nature. And I checked
them out and if they needed the chaplain real bad, I ran and got him and woke him up
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and brought him over there. And, uh… after a while the Catholic Chaplain who was the
Assistant Division Chaplain got there. Then I was… going to him but he didn’t get
there right away. In fact, his jeep and trailer that his assistant had went off of the
barge the wrong way and his jeep came about the same time as mine.
And, uh… he went off the wrong way and went in the water and they lost the jeep
and the trailer and everything that they had loaded up in it and they had to get all
new again. So you see that, that created a handicap on him.
But anyway, at night I would… if the dog-tag said the man was Catholic and he was
brought in, I went and got the Catholic Chaplain. In fact even if the man was already
dead, he wanted to have certain rites over him.
Well, anyway, after the first, uh… place that we had our clearing station, then we
moved to a place over in Cerisy Forest. Now, “cerise” means “cherry”. And we had a
big field there and they put their four big hospital tents in a, uh… the ends all
together… it formed a cross there. But out in the field we had a big tarp that had a
red cross on it. And, uh… fliers, German fliers, used that as a land mark and we had
that big cross there so they wouldn’t bomb it; they’d know it was a hospital unit,
see… they wouldn’t bomb it.
Well when we first got there, the first thing that happened was the battalion
commander was real busy and he asked three of us boys if we would, uh… dig him a
fox hole. And he wanted a pretty good sized one because he was a big man, Colonel
John, and so we did. And it didn’t take too long there and we dug him a foxhole.
Well, then we got the bright idea that we would dig one big foxhole, a little bit bigger
than his, and we would all three sleep in it because we only had two wool , uh… all
wool blankets, is all we had to sleep in. And so we decided that if we had… if we slept
together, we’d have three underneath us and three on top of us, and we would just be
real nice and warm. Well, that, uh… we got in that bed and it was so crowded that if
we wanted to turn over, we had to wake each other up to turn over. And, uh… then
began to rain. And the rain just came down on top of us and, uh… the water stacked
up and pretty soon we were in a pile of water. And so,that didn’t work out so good.
And then I … I built me a foxhole over on one of the hedgerows and I … I kind of
slanted it down into the hedgerow. And it was on the side of a hedgerow away from
the enemy in case a shell came in there, why, it wouldn’t hit inside my foxhole. And
uh, I got some straw and got it in there and , uh…then with my pillow I had it made.
But I didn’t have any time to sleep there for the next few days because they were
going into attack and, uh, we were getting between six and seven hundred, uh,
wounded a day. And so we were just working around the clock. And, uh, I went about
3 days there without any sleep a’tol. And then when I, uh… the chaplain, he saw how
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tired I was and everything, he says, “Mac, why don’t you go and try get a little sleep”,
you know. Cause I had been up all night long the night before.
And so, I went over and I pulled the tarp down on my… my trailer, and so it would be
dark underneath the trailer and I crawled under the trailer there and tried to sleep.
But – you know – I was so nervous that I just… I just couldn’t sleep. And finally after a
couple hours, though, I kinda dozed off a little bit. But, uh, I just didn’t sleep well
during the day anyway. But we were there at this place in Cerisy Forest for quite a
while because they got bogged down there against the enemy.
We were at Hill one-nine … no…yeah… one-nine-two and this overlooked the whole
country. And the Germans were up there and they could just look down our necks!
And that’s the reason that every time that they… would go up over the hedgerow
they were waiting there with machine guns and just mow ‘em down. That’s the
reason we were having so many uh… causalities.
So, uh… they had to find some way of, uh… making it work with those hedgerows.
And the tanks when they’d go up over a hedgerow, well they were just almost
standing on the hind quarters there and then the enemy shells would hit ‘em on the
soft part of the… underneath the tank and just knock ‘em out. So they had to work
out something and somebody in the motor pool in the 2nd Division there hit upon a
great idea. They’d take some of this stuff that was down on the beach there and, uh,
weld it and make, uh… some blades that would go on the front of the… tank. And
then they would hit these hedgerows with that real… going real fast… and hit that…
and break through that hedgerow so that the tank could stay down and wouldn’t uh,
uh…… be so vulnerable. And, uh, they… they practiced on that for several weeks and
then finally, they put it all up and all these troops along that area there, uh… all went
into attack at the same time and they hit those. And then as they would hit up a
hedgerow and knock a hole in it, then troops would follow right behind them and then
they would contact the enemy and… and it worked!
And, uh… they called that the St.-Lo breakthrough when all those troops went
through at that time and they could go to St.-Lo and that was quite a… quite a thing.
And we were blocked off there for about six weeks that we just weren’t moving. And
every time they would attack, why… we’d lose a lot of men and so we finally pulled
that deal.
(see http://www.history.army.mil/books/wwii/100-13/st-lo_1.htm)
Well, when they got through there, uh… we had had quite a few skirmishes and one of
them was that, in the medical battalion there, we had, uh…they had called a truce.
And the Germans were supposed to pick up their wounded and we were supposed to
pick up our wounded. And… but we had a jeep that had litter racks on it that would
hold two… two wounded on litters on the top of the jeep, and an ambulance going
there to pick up the dead. When they got down there, the Germans wanted those
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vehicles. Maybe they had been told to pick up some of them so they could examine
them and see what they were using, I don’t know why.
But anyway, they pinned these guys down with machine gun fire and they captured all
those fellows. Now I can’t remember how many it was, it might have been six or it
might have been more than that. I can remember, uh… there was a guy named (Pave?
--ix) and a guy named Greenberg and there was a fellow named Nicholson. Well,
Nicholson put up a fight and they killed him. And, uh… then they captured these other
men and they took ‘em and they never got loose until the war was over; they were
prisoners. But, uh… Nicholson lay out there in… you might call it no man’s land… and
his body just rotted away. And when we finally pulled up then on the St.-Lo
breakthrough. Why, they got to his, uh… body. And they put all these bodies that
they laid out there, uh… German and American – they just put ‘em in rows up there by
a place called St. Georges d'Elle. Now this was a critical place that had changed hands
several times and all, and until they captured that place, why, they didn’t have much
chance of movin’.
(see
http://www.texasescapes.com/WorldWarII/HigginbothamBrothers/MurphyHigginbotha
m.htm)
But anyway, these bodies were all laying out there. Well, the chaplain, uh… wanted to
go up there and, uh… identify Nicholson’s body to make sure that he was dead so
that he could notify the parents, I guess, I don’t know.
But anyway, we headed up there in our jeep to this area. And as we were going up
the hill to St. Georges d’Elle, why, uh… here come a truck down the highway just abarreling it, coming downhill. And they were on our side of the road, and there wasn’t
any room to get out of the road! And so I pulled up on the bank. And the bank was
real, real steep, uh… enough to turn you over almost. And I just barely got up that
hill… that bank, before the truck came by. And woosh! He went by and he never
slowed down or nothing, just uh… I don’t know why he was going that fast in the first
place. But anyway, as soon as he went by, I had held my brake and I eased off the
brake a little bit and eased back on the highway and I got back down without turning
over, you know. And here we were just about ready to flip over. But boy! That was a
real close call! I never come any closer to getting hit in my life, nowhere, than that.
But anyway, we went on up the hill and the chaplain got his handkerchief out because
the stench was so bad, you know, and I just stayed down there with the jeep. I was
just going to let him identify him. I wasn’t going to even go up there. I’d seen enough,
smelled enough, and seen enough dead already to suit me the rest of my life. But
anyway, he went up there and, uh… he got up there when he just thought that… he
thought he’d saw him… he thought he found him.
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And then he was, uh… vomiting so bad he just couldn’t stand the stench anymore and
he came running back down to where I was. And then he asked me to go up there and
he pointed out… well I knew where he had been… he didn’t have to point it out. I
already knew where he’d been… and I saw where he got to puking and come arunning… I knew where he’d been. Anyway, he asked me to go up there and make a
positive identification. So I did, I went up there and, uh… I identified him.
And then I come a-running back and I was a-puking, too, by that time! And I came
back and, uh… we got in the jeep and went back down to the clearing station.
But, uh… I’ll never forget that incident. There’s a lot of incidents I’ll never forget. But
that happened in Normandy… but there was a , uh… a lot of things happened in
Normandy after that.
One time, uh… something that happened in Normandy that, uh… I’ll never forget is,
uh… the chaplain liked to go and visit his men in the different places. You see
collecting companies were with… like, uh… they had several ambulances with, uh…
the 23rd Infantry and some with the 9th Infantry and some with 38th Infantry. And, uh…
these men were stationed on detached service with these people, but you see, they
had no contact with 2nd Medical Battalion at that time. So the chaplain liked to go and
visit these men and kind of, uh… cheer ‘em up, you know, and, uh… let them know he
cared about ‘em. And so we went lots and lots of times to visit these people.
Well, this particular place, uh… was near Bérigny (Appendix Nr 4) and , uh… we
were… the collecting station was near Bérigny. We’d left the clearing station there in
Cerisy Forest because, uh… at this time we weren’t getting very many patients
through at that time because of a lull. Most of them came in the evening, you know.
So he decided we’d go over there and visit. And I was glad of that because my friend
Donald Ball (?) was there at one of these places he was gonna stop.
Well, we went across there and you know, we got the awfullest feeling that we were
being shot at. Now, nothing ever hit the jeep, but I’ll never believe anything else
except that we were shot at going across several clearing spots there. And we could
just feel ‘em. We both had that… that awful feeling that we were shot at. But, God
was with us and we… we never got hit, the jeep never got hit or nothing.
And we went across there, and we got almost to where we were going and all of a
sudden, uh… out of the bushes, uh… stepped two or three men! And they were
looking like, uh… Orientals and we didn’t know what… what to do. And we pulled up
there and stopped and then just about that time a sergeant came out. These were
Germans, uh…German uniforms and we didn’t know what to think, you know. Maybe
they were gonna… after us or something.
But, then an American soldier, a sergeant, stepped out and he had a, uh… I was gonna
say “grease gun”… but, uh… automatic weapon on ‘em and they had been captured.
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And, uh… but, uh… they were of Oriental extraction and then we found out later
there were several people who were in the army that the Germans had, uh…
commandeered to make ‘em fight… do things like that… and these people were…
Oriental extraction. But, anyway, we went on down and visited there and all and came
back. But, that stands out in my… my mind as, uh… something I just can’t forget, you
know.
But, another incident… we were going through Torigni (Torigny-sur-Vire). Now this
was down close to the Vire River there. The whole town was completely obliterated!
There wasn’t a building left. And I’ll never forget seeing an old grandmother.
Everybody in this home had been killed, uh… evidently. And here was this old
toothless grandma sitting on the front porch. It’d… the porch had, uh… not porch,
uh… steps, …the porch had been blasted. But anyway these steps were like cement
you know, and her, she was sittin’ on the steps and a-crying. But, uh… you could just
tell that she was…she was feeling so bad because the whole village had been blasted,
and her home had been blasted, and all of her family had been killed. And it was a
pretty sad looking thing and so that’s… probably that’s the reason I remember it so
well.
But, uh… another incident that happened there… I don’t remember where it was, but I
just remember it was in Normandy… and we had put our medical set up in a different
field. And at this particular place the, uh… chaplain had given Protestant literature to
Catholic men who had come to his camp there. I set him up a little wall tent and they
had asked for Protestant literature and he had given it to them. And the Catholic
chaplain who was assistant Division Chaplain had told him that he wasn’t to give any
Protestant literature to Catholic men. Well, how could you know everybody that come
to you whether he was Catholic or not? But anyway, uh… he told him… he said, “As
a minister of the everlasting gospel I couldn’t refuse them if they asked me for it”.
And the chaplain told him he’d better.
But, uh… just shortly after that, the next day, uh… the unit that was next to us, I
don’t even remember what unit it was, but a guy over there had got in an argument
with his buddy and he’d killed him! He shot him! He’d got in an argument with him and
he’d shot him. And this man was arrested and kept in the company area. Now they
got a special name for that but I can’t remember what it was.
But, anyway, he was… he was guarded and they made him do work. Well, uh…
animals were always gettin’ killed, you know. A horse would get killed or cow would
get killed and in a few days their legs would be extended and all, and their bodies
would swell up and they would stink and everything. Anyway, they were making him
bury a dead horse. Well, he dug a big hole. And, uh… they rolled that horse into the
hole and then he was covering it up. While he was digging some other dirt, I guess, to
cover up the horse. And he hit a… a mine.
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Now this wasn’t -- this wasn’t an anti-personnel mine, it was a big mine for tanks or a
big vehicle or something, you know, the big, big mine. Anyway don’t ask me ho it
happened he set that mine off and it blew up. And it didn’t kill him, it rolled him back
several yards, you know. And but the thing that is so queer about it to me s the
handle of the that mine flew it on must have been a 100 yards over to where I was
and I was talking to a convalescing soldier who had a bad cold or something like that.
They was keeping him around for a day or two and then they were going to send him
back to his unit. Anyway a piece of that handle of that mine hit this guy in the chest.
And he was standing right in front of me and it hit him in the chest and he reeled back
from that and you know, it made a great big blood blister on this guy’s chest. But it
was the round side of the handle hit him instead of the sharp side. If the sharp side
had hit him, why, it would have gone into his chest and killed him probably. But it
made the awfullest big old blood blister on him that you ever saw. And I remember
that the rest o my life I guess.
But anyway another incident I remember is one time at night – a – things had kind of
slacked down and course I was up and he medical officer on duty was there and an
ambulance came in with a couple of wounded in there and the officer in charge, he
took care of one of these fellows and he was in shock – a – in fact he was so (white)
he looked almost dead.
And couldn’t get any – he couldn’t get any – in the plasma – a – into him so he – the
reason I remember this – he cut down ----- there and put a little stainless steel syringe
in there and forced some whole blood into that man’s body with the syringe. He
actually forced it in -- gravity wouldn’t work a’tol . And he forced that into him and
put quite a bit into him and when they – he left us to go to the field hospital or
someplace. Why, his color had come back and he looked pretty good to me – so he
might have made it.
I might tell ya a little something else. The intelligence offer of our medical battalion –
medical (Buck with) asked me to – to look over any German prisoners that happened
to be comin’ in of course (I’ll do) our wounded that came to us – through as you
know, if I saw any German outfit that we hadn’t been fighting before then this officer
wanted to know it right away and I would go over and wake him up. And in fact he
taught me a few German sentences so that I could ask them a few questions in order
o find out where they were from. And that way if we were up against a new outfit,
why, it, that kind of information needed to be sent to the intelligence headquarters of
the division so they could take action combat it you know. So our company would like
to know about that, I would ask them what their company was and ask them if they
had a pay book. And out of this pay book I could find out all kinds of information if
they had a pay book. And everybody (alive) had a pay book because they couldn’t’
get paid unless they had a pay book – a – (solo) book they called it. But I just learned
a few of their words ( ) I could go get him.
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Now during the rest of the war I had a lot ‘a contact with this officer and other things
like that. This started in Normandy and ‘a while there was a lots of wounded came
through Normandy.
People just don’t realize how many soldiers in the 2nd Division lost their lives and were
wounded probably the greatest casualties we had during the war in the 2nd Division
was in Normandy campaign. It was really bad. We weren’t in the initial assault but once
we got on land fighting was real tough and - and a lot of people lost a lot of blood. A
lot of men lost their lives – but – a lot of ( ) in Normandy. And we went through (vire)
(vire) was destroyed completely. And then we ended up in Kingjabrae – on my
birthday. And then we took a couple of days rest there and got ready to make a trip
over to Britain Peninsula and so that was a well needed rest there. We were all pooped
out there and got our vehicles lined out and got ready to go.
End of tape.
Lew Holt

1 – 12 – 2009
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APPENDIX

Leonard T. Gerow
From Wikipedia

World War II
He was promoted to Major General on 14 February 1942 and became Commanding General of
29th Infantry Division 16 February 1942. He received the Legion of Merit on 27 September
1943 for his work as a Division Commander and as Assistant Chief of Staff of the War Plans
Division. He continued as commander of the division until 17 July 1943.

Gerow (seated, rightmost) with other American military officials, 1945.
He became commander of V Corps on 17 July 1943. This was the largest unit of troops in the
European Theater of Operations. He played a major part in the planning of the invasion of
continental Europe. He was the first corps commander ashore on D-Day assault on Normandy
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on June 6, 1944. The V Corps comprises two infantry divisions: the U.S. 29th Infantry Division
and the U.S. 1st Infantry Division. His tenure as commander of V Corps was from 17 July 1943
to 17 September 1944 and again 5 October 1944 to 14 January 1945. General Gerow kept
close to his advancing troops in V Corps. He was the first American officer of the rank of Major
General to enter Paris after its liberation by the 2nd French Armored and U.S. 4th Infantry. For
his part in this campaign he was awarded the Silver Star.

ORP Krakowiak (L115)
From Wikipedia
ORP Krakowiak (L115) was a British Hunt II-class destroyer escort, used by the Polish Navy
during World War II. Initially built for the Royal Navy, it bore the name of HMS Silverton.

History
The ship was laid down on December 5, 1939 in J. Samuel White Shipyard in Cowes. Almost a
year later it was launched and commissioned by the Royal Navy as HMS Silverton. However, it
never entered service in the British naval forces due to lack of experienced crews. Instead, on
April 20, 1941 she was leased to the Polish Navy. Officially commissioned on May 22 of that
year, she was renamed to ORP Krakowiak, after either a folk dance from Kraków or an
inhabitant of that city.
As she was the first ship of her class to be handled to the Poles, until July 10, 1941, her crew
spent most of their time training and getting to know the ship. After that date she entered line
service in convoy escort role in the North Atlantic. In December of that year she was among
the ships to take part in the successful raid against a German naval outpost at Lofoten islands.
Throughout the war she also patrolled the North Sea, often engaging in skirmishes with
German torpedo boats. In 1943 she was moved to the Mediterranean, where she took part in,
among others, the Operation Husky, the Allied invasion of Sicily, and later in the Dodecanese
Campaign. Altogether, during the World War II she crossed more than 146,000 nautical miles
(270,000 km) escorting 206 different convoys, including 9 in the North Atlantic. She downed 3
enemy planes, but the number of enemy vessels sunk is unclear.
After the Allied powers withdrew their support for the Polish government, on September 28,
1946 the ship was decommissioned by the Polish Navy and returned to the British, who
commissioned it under its original name. Instantly demobilized, it was reclassified as a frigate
and given a new number - F 55. Serving in only rare cases, she spent most of the time in
docks, preserved as part of the Reserve Fleet. As such she represented the Reserve Fleet
during Queen Elizabeth's coronation celebrations in Spithead in July 1953. In 1959 she was
finally decommissioned and sold for scrapping.
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Trévières is a commune in the Calvados department in the Basse-Normandie region in
northern France.

Bérigny is a commune in the Manche department in the Basse-Normandie region in
north-western France.

Image 12

Notes of where they were.
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Image 1 and 9 Stationed in Sparta, Wisconsin for winter training

Image 10

Basic Training at Camp Barkeley, TX. Oct. 1942. 64th Bn.
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Image 11 Leo's ship to Ireland - "Arnie Arundel" landing at Belfast, No. Ireland. WWII

Image 12

Notes of where they were.
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Image 5 Leo's last day in uniform – 1945

Image 18

Image 6 Leo's 1st day in Civvies (Civilian clothes) 1945

Leo watching Krauts work

Image13.jpg

Sourbrodt, Belgium
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Image14.jpg
Studying French and German in Normandy

Image16.jpg
Sourbrodt, Belgium

Image15.jpg
Home Sweet Home in Normandy

Image17.jpg
Germans surrendered in bunches in

